Welcome to UFS, the Universal Fighting System! You will soon take part in epic
clashes between legendary characters.

So, what’s the Deal?

If you and a friend are gearing up for your first game of UFS, you have come to
the right place. What follows is a simplified set of rules so, you can both come
out swinging. If you are a hardened CCG veteran and wish to skip this section,
please report to THE CARDS section to get started!

need some method of tracking your vitality (perhaps with counters,
dice, or pencil and paper) as it is reduced during the course of
the game.
Resource Symbols: These govern what cards you can play.
Ability Text: Describes any special abilities your card has.
Vital Statistics: The physical statistics of your character,
including Gender, Height, Weight, and Blood Type. Other cards
may reference a Character’s vital statistics.
Control: Helps you play other cards. It also allows you to generate
random numbers when necessary. Every card will have a
control number.
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Let’s start with YOUR DECKS. Remove all Character cards and set one aside.
The Character cards are those with the name written horizontally at
the top. Once you remove the Character cards, fan through your decks again,
and remove any Assets (green cards) and Actions (blue cards) you may find. This All four of the other card types have nearly identical anatomies. Each different
leaves you with a lean stack of Attacks (orange cards) and Foundations (gray
card type has a different colored frame. You can also read what type of card it is
cards). Each player shuffles their decks.
in the box below the bottom left-hand corner of the card art.
Take note of the numbers in the circles to the right of your Character’s picture.
The one with the red cross behind it is your vitality, and the one with the green
cards behind it is your hand size. Each of you draws a number of cards equal to
your Character’s hand size. Then randomly decide which player will take the first
turn. Whichever player goes first must commit their Character card (turning it
sideways, so it can’t be used this turn).
If you’re first, start PLAYING CARDS from your hand. Note that number in
the top-left corner of each card. That is the card’s difficulty. The lower the
difficulty, the easier it is to play that card. Choose a card from your hand and
show it to your friend. Let’s check if that card makes it into play. Turn the top
card from your deck face up, look at the number in its bottom-right corner, and
place it in your discard pile. That number is your control. If your control is equal
to or higher than the difficulty of the card you wanted to play, then you place
your chosen card in your card pool about half way between you and your friend.
If that card is a Foundation, then it just sits there for now; you will need it
later though.
If you’re PLAYING AN ATTACK and you passed your control check, your
friend now gets to try to block your Attack. A block card has a set of circles in
its top-right corner with a number in the larger one. If he has one he’d like to
play, he reveals and makes a control check from the top of his deck. The block’s
difficulty is the number in his block circle plus the speed of the Attack, that
number in the circle midway along the Attack’s right edge. If he does not have
a block he wants to play or if his control check isn’t high enough, your Attack
will deal damage to him, knocking his vitality down by the number in that blast
mark just below the Attack’s speed. If he did manage to block, though, look at
the smaller set of circles in the block symbol and the Attack’s speed symbol. If
his little “x” is at the same level as yours, he takes no damage, but if his is at a
different level than yours, he takes half damage. Keep track of your vitality.

Attacks
Attack cards have an orange frame and represent the punches, kicks, and moves
you are using to knock out your opponent. Play Attack cards to take away your
opponent’s vitality.
Actions
Action cards have a blue frame, and, like Attacks, they represent the various
maneuvers you are using to win the fight. The difference is that Action cards do
not deal damage. Action cards are played from your hand for their effect.
Foundations
Foundation cards have a gray frame and represent your character’s training and
preparation for the fight. Foundations will stay on the board once you play them.
You can use them for their text abilities or to help you play other cards.
Assets
Asset cards have a green frame and represent places or objects that may
influence the action. Much like Foundations, Assets will stay around once you
have them in play. Unlike Foundations, however, Assets cannot be used to help
you modify control checks.
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Your turn continues and you may attempt to play as many cards as you like, but
you must add 1 to each card’s difficulty for each card already in your card pool.
If your control check ever falls short of a card’s difficulty, you may commit a
number of Foundations in your staging area equal to the difference. Your
staging area is closer to you than your card pool. You can also commit your
Character card as if it were a Foundation, but because you took the first turn,
your Character card started committed. The moment your control check is too
low, and you cannot or do not commit the Foundations to compensate, your
turn ends. You both discard from your card pools all Attack cards and any cards
used to block. Any Foundations you played, though, are brought down to your
staging area.
Now it is your friend’s turn and he can ready all committed cards in his staging
area. Next he can discard one of his cards if he likes. Then he draws up to his
Character’s hand size. From there on, his turn goes just like yours did, the only
difference being that his Character card is available for control modification.
When his turn ends, begin yours the same way he did his, and so on. If one of
you bloodies-up the other so thoroughly that he loses his last point of vitality,
they win!
Slug it out like this for a bit, and after you have earned some scars with the
Attack and Foundation cards, I am sure you will be wondering what the other
three card types do, what those symbols in the middle of the cards mean, and
what all that text on each card is all about. Read on for the answers to these and
other exciting questions. Play the online demo of UFS at:
www.sabertoothgames.com/ufs/demo.htm
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Difficulty.
Name.
Block Symbol.
Speed and attack Zone: How hard it is to block this attack.
The number is the speed of the attack, the circles show which zone
the attack is in either high zone , mid zone , low zone .
These symbols only appear on Attack cards.
Damage: How much damage the attack deals to your opponent.
This symbol also only appears on Attack cards.
Resource Symbols.
Keywords.
Ability Text.
Control.
Card Type

Your Discard Pile
After a card is destroyed or discarded it is placed here. Any time a card is put
into your discard pile it is placed on top of the pile, face up. Players are free to
look at the contents of each other’s discard piles. The order of your discard pile
may not be altered.
Your Removed From the Game Pile
Any cards that have been “removed from the game” go here. Cards that are
removed from the game are, for the remainder of the game, no longer
considered part of your deck.
Your Hand
While your hand is not on the playing surface, it is an area of play and can be
affected by cards and abilities. Your hand is where you hold cards you are waiting
to play at just the right moment.
Your Momentum
After successful attacks, you may be able to add cards to your momentum. This
represents gaining the upper hand in the fight. Some abilities can use cards in
your momentum to sway the outcome of the fight. Whenever you add cards to
your momentum place them face down near your character card. You may not
look at face down cards that are in your momentum.

Card States (Ready and Committed)

Cards in this game have two states: ready and committed. When a card is
straight up and down it is “ready”. Generally, in order to use a card, you need to
“commit” it. To commit a card you turn it sideways ninety degrees. This shows
that the card has been used and is now committed.

Control Checks

Throughout the game you will be required to make control checks. To make a
control check, turn the top card of your deck face up, note its control number,
and place it in your discard pile. The control number on that card is the number
you use for that control check. Do this each time a control check is called for.

Winning the Game

There are two events which spell “game over” for your opponent:
• Their vitality is reduced to 0 or less.
• They run out of cards in their deck (Please see cycling your deck
under Miscellaneous).
If either happens, you win!

Playing the Game

To start a game, you and your opponent each need to choose a deck. After decks
are chosen, each player searches through their deck and finds one Character
card to place in their staging area. Players reveal their chosen Character cards
simultaneously. Each player then shuffles their remaining cards and places them
face down in their deck area.

There are five different card types. The card types have distinctive colors and
features which set them apart from one another.

The Deck

Randomly decide (flip a coin, rock-paper-scissors, whatever) who gets the
option of taking the first turn. Whoever wins the decision may choose to go first
or second. If you are playing a series of games, the person who lost the last game
may decide who takes the first turn. The player who takes the first turn commits
their character card.

Characters
The Character card represents you and is the persona you are assuming for
this fight. A Character card is covered in art and contains a swooping text box.
Character cards look very different from cards of any other type. You can use
them for their text abilities or to help you to pay for or play other cards.

Areas of Play

Each player draws a number of cards equal to the hand size printed on their
Character card. Players also start with an amount of vitality equal to the vitality printed on their Character card. You may want to use paper and pencil or
counters to keep track of how much vitality you have.

The Cards
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For normal games of UFS you will need to build a deck of at least 60 cards
which has no more than four copies of any one card and at least one
character card.
During a game, the playing surface will be divided into several different areas
where cards can be placed. Physically, these areas can be anywhere you like
on your side of the playing surface as long as they are clear to your opponent.
Shown here is a typical layout:
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Difficulty: How hard it is to play the card. Every card will have
a difficulty.
Name: The title of the card.
Block Symbol: How effective this card is in helping you defend
yourself from your opponent’s attacks. There are three possible
block symbols: high zone
, mid zone
, or low zone
.
A card of any type may have a block symbol on it, and any card
which does is considered a block card.
Hand Size: How many cards you are generally able to hold during
the game.
Vitality: How tough your character is. Vitality tells you how many
points of damage you can take before being knocked out. You will

During a game, you and your opponent will alternate taking turns until someone
wins the game. Each turn has three phases.
The Ready Phase
In your Ready Phase, take the following steps in this order:
1.
Ready Step: Ready all of your committed cards.
2.
Review Step: You may choose and discard one card from your hand.
3.
Draw Step: Compare the number of cards in your hand to
your Character’s hand size. If you have fewer cards in your hand
than your Character’s hand size, draw a number of cards equal to
the difference between the number of cards in your hand and your
character’s hand size. These cards are drawn all at once. Note that if
you currently hold as many or more cards than your Character’s
hand size, you do not draw during this step.
4.
Proceed to the Combat Phase.
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The Turn

If you are taking the first turn of the game skip this phase entirely and proceeds
directly to the Combat Phase.
The Card Pool
Any cards you play during the current turn are played into your card pool.
The first card you play is placed in the far left of your card pool. Each time you
successfully play a card, it is placed to the right of the previously played card.
If you run out of room, you may begin another row in your card pool below the
existing row, continuing to play cards to the right of previously played cards.
At the end of the turn, any cards that stay in play are moved to your staging
area while any other cards are placed in your discard pile. The text of Character,
Asset, or Foundation cards will not have any game play effects while they are in
your card pool unless specifically stated.

The Combat Phase
Most cards and abilities will be played during the Combat Phase, making it the
most important part of your turn. During your Combat Phase you may play any
number of Forms. As a Form you may do any of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Play an Attack card from your hand to your card pool.
Play a Foundation card from your hand to your card pool.
Play an Asset card from your hand to your card pool.
Play a Character card from your hand (it must be a version of the
Character you started the game with) to your card pool.
Play an Action card with a Form (F) ability from your hand to your
card pool.
Play a Form (F) ability on a card in your staging area.
Pass, not playing anything, signaling you are done with your
Combat Phase.

The Staging Area
At the beginning of the game, your Character card will start in your staging
area. In addition, any cards that stay in play will be moved into the staging area
at the end of the turn they are played.

•
•

Your Deck
Place your deck of cards here.

You may take any number of Forms during your Combat Phase, but if you fail
an attempt to play a card from your hand as a Form , your Combat Phase ends
and you must move on to the End Phase.

The End Phase
To complete your turn, you and your opponent must clear your card pools.
When cards are played into a card pool, they are placed from left to right. When
you are clearing your card pool, start with the farthest card to your right and
work back to your left. If the card is a Foundation, Asset, or Character card,
ready it and move it to your staging area. If the card is an Attack or Action card
or any card which was used to block, place it in your discard pile. When you
and your opponent have both cleared your card pools, your turn is over and your
opponent begins their Ready Phase.

Playing Cards

Cards played from your hand are always played to your card pool. To attempt
to play a card, reveal it from your hand, pay any costs, and make a control check
(turning over the top card of your deck, checking its control number in the
bottom right-hand corner, and placing it in your discard pile). If your control is
equal to or greater than the difficulty rating in the top left-hand corner of the
card you are attempting to play, put that card into your card pool to the right of
any other cards you already played this turn. You have then played that card. If
your control was less than the difficulty of the card you wished to play, you have
failed your attempt to play the card, and it goes to the discard pile without effect.
Foundations & Character Cards
Normally, if you fail a control check when attempting to play a card, that is it for
both that card and your Combat Phase. If, however, you have any ready
Foundations in your staging area, all is not lost. After you fail a control check,
you may commit a number of ready Foundation cards in your staging area
equal to the amount by which you failed the control check. You may count your
Character card as a Foundation and commit it instead or as well. If you commit
enough cards in this way, you pass the control check, your card is brought into
play, and you may continue with your Combat Phase. When you are paying a
cost, you may commit your character card in place of a foundation.
Resource Restrictions and Playing Cards
There is one restriction about what cards you can attempt to play. To play a card
it must share at least one resource symbol with your character card and every
other card already in your card pool. This must be the same symbol on all the
cards (e.g. Your character card and the two cards that are already in your card
pool all have
on them with no other shared symbols. This means that the
next card you play this turn would have to have
on it.)

For example, you want to play the following Form ability:
F Commit 1 foundation: Draw 1 card.
Before you can draw 1 card, you must first commit 1 Foundation in your staging
area. If you have no ready Foundations or your character card to commit, then
you cannot use this ability. When playing action cards for their ability you must
make the control check before paying the costs listed on the card. Costs of that
action card must be paid regardless of whether the check was successful or not.
Abilities on Action cards are one-use, and once you have played an Action card
from your hand for its ability, you may not play that ability again from your
card pool. You may only play abilities on Assets and Foundations which are in
your staging area. In addition, you may only play abilities on cards that are ready.
Below is a short explanation of the ability types and when they are played:
Form (F): Forms are played as actions during your Combat Phase. If printed on
an Action card, you will get its effect immediately after you have successfully
played it into your card pool. A Form printed on a card in your staging area can
be played multiple times, as separate actions, as long as you can pay the cost.
Enhance (E): Enhances are abilities that modify attacks. An Enhance may be
played after an attack is played but before blocking is declared. During an attack,
only Enhances printed on the Attack card being played, printed on cards in either player’s staging area, or E action cards played from either player’s hand can
be used. Any copy of an Enhance may only be played once per Enhance Step.
Players take turns playing Enhances, starting with the person playing the attack.
Response (R): Responses are abilities that are played in response to a specific
situation and can be played during either player’s turn. The trigger for the
Response will be printed after the colon, but before the Response’s effect.
Actions cards with Response abilities are played in the same way as other
Actions cards, except that they can be played during your opponent’s turn.
Also if you fail to play a Response action card you do not have to end your turn.
Any Response in your staging area may only be played once per trigger.
Players alternate playing Responses, starting with the player whose turn it is.
[Character Name] Enhance/Form/Response/Keyword
Some abilities will be preceded by a character’s name. In order to play these
abilities, your Character card’s name and the name before the ability must be the
same. In all other regards they are played as their ability type. If the card has a
keyword preceded by a characters name that card will only count as having that
keyword if you are playing the named character.
Keyword Abilities
Some abilities appear simply as keywords. Below is a description of these
keyword abilities and how they are played. Other than their appearance on the
card, they are played in exactly the same way as whatever type of ability they are.
Breaker: X (Response)- R: After you block with this card, if this card is in your
card pool when your opponent attempts to play their next card this turn, your
opponent’s card gets +X difficulty. X equals the breaker rating of this card.
Desperation: X – When your current vitality is less than half of your character’s
printed vitality rounding down, this card’s printed difficulty becomes X.

Progressive Difficulty
During your turn you may play as many cards as you like, as long as you
continue to pass your control checks. Each card you play, however, adds to the
difficulty of playing the next card. This is called progressive difficulty. When you
are playing a card, count the number of cards in your card pool. You must add
this number to the difficulty of the card you are trying to play. (e.g. I already
have three cards in my card pool, the next card I try to play will have +3 added
to its difficulty.)
Attacks, Blocking, & Damage
Attack cards deal damage to your opponent. You play Attacks from your hand
as you would any other card. Pay any costs, make a control check, commit
Foundations if necessary, and place the card into you card pool to the right of
any previously played cards. Unlike playing other cards, however, playing an
Attack triggers a number of special steps:

Glossary

Card Pool: The area of play into which all cards are initially played.
Commit: To change a card from a ready state by turning it sideways, generally
when using the card for an effect.
Committed: The description of a card that is turned sideways indicating that it
has been used. Abilities printed on committed cards cannot be played.
Control Check: To reveal, and then place the top card of your deck in your
discard pile, referencing the control number on the discarded card. If the control
is equal to or greater than the difficulty of the card or ability being played, the
check is passed. If it is lower than the difficulty, the check is failed.
Control checks are used when playing cards and some abilities.
Destroy: To take a card from a staging area and place it in its owner’s
discard pile.
Discard: To take a card from an area of play besides your staging area and
put it into your discard pile. Discarding is done from your hand unless
otherwise specified.
Enhance: An ability used to modify the effectiveness of an attack. Enhances are
played after an attack is successfully played, but before a block has been declared.
Multiple, Powerful, and Stun are common enhances called keyword abilities.
Form: An Attack or other action played during the Combat Phase.
(Infinity): Before playing a card with this symbol, choose any one symbol.
This symbol is changed to be the chosen symbol until the card is discarded or
removed from play.
Momentum: The area of play to which, during the End Phase, Attacks that dealt
damage may be added. Cards in your momentum can sometimes be used for an
effect later in the fight.
Ready: The description of a card that is in an upright position and able to be
used. Also, to change a card from committed to a ready state.
Response: An ability that is played in reaction to a specific trigger event.
Responses can be played during either player’s turn.
Staging Area: The area of play to which, during the End Phase, any cards with
lasting effects (Assets, Characters, and Foundations) will be moved. Remember,
however, that any card played as a block is discarded in the End Phase and is
not moved into the staging area. The staging area is considered “in play” for card
effects.

Multiple: X (Enhance) – E Discard up to X momentum: Place the momentum
discarded to pay for this ability face down into your card pool to the right of the
multiple attack. Each of the cards placed into your card pool counts as a printed
copy of the multiple attack with a blank text box. No control check is required
and each copy has its own enhance, block, and damage step, you must go down
the line from left to right resolving each attack in turn. If a multiple copy would
go to your momentum for any reason it is discarded instead.

Unblockable: When an attack is unblockable the block step for that attack is
skipped entirely.

Powerful: X (Enhance) – E Discard any number of momentum: For each
momentum discarded to pay for this ability, the powerful attack gets +X damage.

Credits

Reversal (Response) – R: After you have successfully blocked an opponent’s
Attack and worked out any damage dealt, you may immediately attempt to play
this Attack before your opponent plays their next Form. This attack has its own
Enhance, Block, and Damage Steps. Once this attack has been resolved, your
opponent continues with their Combat Phase. You may only attempt to reverse
once after an attack.

1.
The Enhance Step: Players use Enhance (E) abilities to modify
the effectiveness of the Attack. Starting with the player who played the Attack,
players alternate playing one Enhance each. Only Enhances on cards in staging Stun: X (Enhance) – E: Your opponent commits X of their Foundations. If they
areas, on the Attack just played, or E action cards from either player’s hand. Any have fewer than X ready Foundations, they must commit all of them.
copy of an Enhance can only be played once per Enhance Step. If either player
does not have an Enhance they wish to play, they may pass. After both players
Miscellaneous
have passed on playing Enhances, move on to the Block Step.
Cycling Your Deck
2.
The Block Step: The defender decides whether or not to block the
When you no longer have any cards in your deck, you immediately shuffle your
Attack. In order to block, the defender must choose a card from their hand
discard pile and place it in your deck area. Remove the top ten cards of your
with the appropriate block symbol in the top right hand corner. A high block
deck from the game. If removing ten cards would leave you with no cards in
may not be played against a low Attack, and a low block may not be played
your deck, you are exhausted, and you lose the game immediately.
vs. a high Attack. The difficulty to block is equal to the number printed in the
block zone symbol plus the speed of the Attack the defender is attempting to
Dealt Damage
block. In addition, remember to add +1 to the difficulty for each card already in If an attack’s damage causes a vitality loss of 1 or more to your opponent,
the defender’s card pool and that your block must share a resource symbol with it is considered to have “dealt damage.”
every card before it in your card pool just like any other card. Make a control
check and modify it with ready Foundations if necessary. If the block attempt
Maximum Vitality
is successful, the defender places that card in their card pool to the right of any Your vitality can never exceed the vitality printed on your character card. If a
other cards they played that turn. If unsuccessful, discard the block card and
card or ability would take your vitality above the printed value, it simply goes to
move on to the Damage Step.
your maximum.
3.
The Damage Step: If the Attack was not blocked, the defender
takes damage, losing vitality equal to the damage of the Attack. If the defender
successfully played a block, check the attack zone and the block zone. If the
block zone matches the attack zone, the defender takes no damage. If the block
zone does not match the attack zone, the defender takes half of the Attack’s
damage, rounding up.

Multiple Character Cards & Costs
When you have multiple versions of your Character card in your staging area,
they all count as one card. Your Character card counts as having all text, abilities,
and resource symbols printed on all of the Character cards you have in play
which it did not already have. Though you may play the same version again you
do not gain a second copy of the abilities or text on that character card. It may
be most convenient to stack your Character cards into a pile so you remember
Momentum
that they count as 1 card. When you are paying a cost, you may commit your
If an Attack damages your opponent, instead of placing that card in your discard Character card in place of a Foundation.
pile when clearing your card pool during the End Phase, you may place it face
down in your momentum. While having momentum doesn’t do anything by
Split Cards
itself, some cards allow you to use your momentum to create an effect.
Some cards have what looks like a smaller second upside down cards as their
bottom half. These are split cards. When you play a split card choose which card
Abilities
you are playing it as. The split card is then treated as though it were only that
Abilities are special actions that a card can perform. All abilities follow the
card for as long as it is in your card pool or staging area.
same format:
The Golden Rule
(Ability Type Abbreviation)(Cost): (Effect).
Whenever a card contradicts these rules, the card takes precedence.
There are three ability types: Forms (F), Enhances (E), and Responses (R). Only
the abbreviation will be printed on the card. Some abilities require you to pay
a cost before they are played. This cost will be printed after the ability type but
before the colon. Only cards you control which aren’t in your card pool can be
used to pay costs. The effect the ability has on the game will be printed
after the colon.

Unique Cards
Some cards will have the Unique keyword. This means that you may only have
one copy of this card in your staging area at a time. If a second copy of the card
is in or moved to your staging area, then pick one copy and destroy it.

Undefined Variables
If a card has a variable on it that is undefined, then you get to decide what that
variable is equal to. If you are playing a card that references your height and/or
weight and they are unknown then they will be the worst possible value for you.
If you play a card against your opponent and their height and/or weight are
unknown then they will be considered the best possible value for you.

You control: You control the cards in play on your side of the playing surface.
While you are the controller of a card, you may use its abilities. Normally the
controller of a card will be the player who played it. It is possible for a player to
control a card they do not own. When the card is discarded, removed from play,
or when the game ends the card is returned to their owner’s discard pile.
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The Symbols:
Air, Intelligence, Deliberateness
All, Existence, Fullness
Chaos, Disorder, Instinct
Death, Destruction, Finality
Earth, Stalwart, Strength
Evil, Ruthlessness, Villainy
Fire, Passion, Speed
Good, Compassion, Heroism
Life, Beginning, Creation
Order, Law, Structure
Void, Emptiness, Space
Water, Adaptation, Fluidity
Infinity

